[Dysfunctions of biological clocks and their treatments].
Biological rhythms are periodic phenomena entrained to environmental changes by exogenous factors called synchronizers or entraining agents namely the light-dark cycle, the rest-activity cycle and the seasons, among others. In humans the major synchronizers are the light-dark and rest activity cycles. The endogenous component of a biological rhythm is dependent upon a number of clock genes. The main biological clock (oscillator or pacemaker) is the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of the anterior hypothalamus. The photoperiod (light-dark cycle) perceived by the retina acts on the SCN genes. Peripheral clocks have also been described in a number of tissues e.g. retina, adrenals. In a number of occurrences the synchronizers are badly perceived (transmeridian flights, shiftwork, nightwork...) or are not at all perceived (blindness). This situation is named rhythm desynchronization, it is external when the desynchronization is strictly related to the environment or internal when it is related to a dysfunction of the clock like in e.g. aging, Alzheimer disease, seasonal affective disorders (SAD) or hormone-dependent cancers which results in fatigue, sleep and mood disorders... A number of drugs called resynchronizing agents or chronobiotics which act on the biological clock are able to resynchronize the clock and to improve the patients' condition. Bright light is used in the treatment of SAD, melatonin, the pineal hormone, is also of interest when administered at precise timings in the 24hours scale. Other drugs like B12 vitamin or psychotropic drugs have also been proposed as chronobiotics.